
Hazel 榛子, 2020
Pigmented bronze, porcelain, 
motorcycle parts, dried flowers 
青铜，陶瓷，汽车漆，碳粉手工着
色，摩托车零件，干花
110(L) x 41(W) x 150(H) cm
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Messenger 信使, 2020
Pigmented bronze, Lacquer, 
porcelain, motorcycle parts, 
dried flowers
 青铜，汽车漆，碳粉手工着色，摩
托车零件，人造花
110(L) x 41(W) x 185(H) cm

2. Game Boy 游童, 2020
Pigmented bronze, porcelain, 
motorcycle parts, dried flowers 
青铜，陶瓷，丙烯手工着色，碳粉
手工着色，摩托车零件，干花
57(L) x 33(W) x 163(H) cm

3.

Petting-er 爱抚师, 2020
Pigmented bronze, motorcycle 
parts, artificial flowers, ropes, spirals 
青铜，丙烯烘烤，丙烯手工着色
摩托车零件，麻绳， 螺旋线
65(L) x 30(W) x 165(H) cm

4. Catcher 捕手, 2020
Pigmented bronze, motorcycle 
parts 青铜，汽车漆，丙烯烘烤，丙
烯手工着色，摩托车零件
50(L) x 33(W) x 180(H) cm

5. Storm Rider 风暴骑手, 2020
Pigmented bronze, motorcycle 
parts, artificial flowers 青 铜，汽
车漆，摩托车零件，人造花
45(L) x 45(W) x 200(H) cm

6.

Night watcher 更夫, 2020 
Pigmented bronze, motorcycle 
parts,  oil-paper umbrella 
青铜，汽车漆，丙烯烘烤，摩托车
零件，油纸伞
70(L) x 33(W) x 138(H) cm

7. Gasp, Flushing, Dirt 
喘息、潮红、泥土, 2020
Wood panel, poly-putty base, 
paint 木板, 模拟土, 漆
164(L) x 120(W) x 7.5(D) cm

8. Blade, eclipses, lake
刀片，月蚀，湖 2020
Wood panel, poly-putty base, 
paint 木板, 模拟土, 漆
160(L) x 130(W) x 7.5(D) cm

9.

Tongue, Cork, Fog 
舌头、木塞、雾, 2020
Wood panel, poly-putty 
base, paint 木板, 模拟土, 漆
90(L) x 90(W) x 7.5(D) cm

10. Run, Bruise, Dust 
奔跑、擦伤、尘土, 2020
Wood panel, poly-putty base, 
paint 木板, 模拟土, 漆 
86(L) x 120(W) x 7.5(D) cm

11. Dew, Firefly, Days 
露、萤、日子, 2020
Wood panel, poly-putty base, 
paint 木板, 模拟土, 漆
130(L) x 117(W) x 7.5(D) cm

12.

Red, Candle, Red candle 
红色、蜡烛、红色蜡烛, 2020
Wood panel, poly-putty base, 
paint 木板, 模拟土, 漆
120(L) x 120(W) x 7.5(D) cm

13. Lulubird walked out of delicatessen bumped into a swarm of buzzing.
Lulubird 走出熟食店的时候撞进一群嗡嗡声中, 2020 
Brass, pigmented brass, acrylic paint, dried flower, rope
⻩铜，⻩铜烤丙烯，丙烯，干花，绳子
root: 172x60x55cm/ cap:52x44x58cm
8 Big birds: 41x22x6cm for each/ 
8 Small birds: 25x14x4cm for each
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In Guan Xiao’s solo exhibition entitled 8 Stories held at the Antenna Space, the artist employs characters with mere identities, 
undefinable appearances and exhaustive rhetorics to decorate a balanced state free of conflicts. In terms of image references and 
textual descriptions of the works, movies, paintings, literature, symbols, customs, fairy tales, the everyday, all have provided inspirations 
to the visuality and content of the works, while industrial, handcrafted, readymade and natural objects constitute the final aesthetics of 
the works in terms of material and form.

All kinds of elements roll towards the exhibition space like coal balls for the sake of an abstract metric. None of these elements is more 
important than the others, and there isn’t a first or a last one in them; There’s no dualism or separation, nor dominance or 
subordination. The artist breaks down these elements using a homogeneous force and piece them together using the same uniform 
force to let them inhabit one object, one room peacefully, just like the quotidian state of existence of these objects in a flattened and 
homogenised context. If something is tender, then harden it with materials; if something is beautiful, then dress it down with kitsch; if 
something is real, then make it fictive through artificiality; if something is flat, then texturise it with craftsmanship; if something is 
natural, then make it industrial using technology; if something is concrete, then give it abstraction by removing it from its original 
contexts……heterogenous, then cancel its incongruence with rhetorics, in order to achieve a balanced state free of conflicts.

In the exhibition, the group of human form sculptures titled with different identities is the continuation of the artist’s monolith 
sculptures. They are all homogenised and free of conflicts regardless of materials, making or image, striving to become identical as a 
common devisor from the whole. They are three-dimensional collages in a post-image age as well as anthropomorphic totems of early 
modernism; they not only follow the logic of sculpture but also possess an aura of the readymade; they are presented as concrete 
individual human forms and defined as an abstract collective identity at the meantime. They are the protagonists of the exhibition 
narrative yet remain anonymous to let social identities enter the stage and replace the biological individual—— eight individuals (or 
rather “characters”, “identities”) with no name but only identities (or they should rather be called “types” or “categories”). Names are 
obliged to recount stories, while identities need merely common sense, a standard explanation conceived by social context or cultural 
framework through descriptive words. The artist transforms homogenised states of existence into average visual rhetorics——the 
components of these sculptures adhere to one another while also appear to be coming apart, each leaving for their own destiny; they 
present an uncanny strangeness, yet indeed trying to configure the same symbol; they stand upright noticeably upon themselves, while 
sharing a visual and textual similarity; they are eight separate individuals and a collective of eight identities in the meantime; they are 
united under the same social system as a collective with their entirely different social roles. But they never are any kind of effect or 
spectacle, because the artist didn’t stack these elements up or polish them to form a perfect whole, instead, she is engaged in a kind of 
rhetoric for them to stay in the same room, to present some kind of seeming correctness conjured by an egalitarian logic —— because 
this kind of correctness is based on an entirely different yet generally similar illusion resulted by a collectivised existence.

If the flattened rhetoric has resulted in the kind of disappearance of the individual and an obscured, totalised and identified collective 
narrative, then what the LULU BIRD and palette exhibited in this exhibition bring is an undefinability of appearances and identities 
themselves. Is the LULU BIRD a person that looks like these human form sculptures, or a sculpture in the shape of a hat? Is the palette 
really a painting, or a sculpture or object made up of paint and palette? Is LULU BIRD a character or an event? Is the palette an inspiration 
about the impressionist paintings or a contemporary variation of the abstract and minimal?
The palette may be regarded as an illustration of the aesthetic rhetoric of this exhibition —— the artist replaced spray painting with hand 
drawing to make the instrument of paint become a painting, just like the average rhetoric gives this exhibition a particular appearance.

These works are exhaustive in their rhetorics, because none of these elements is obedient, and yet they are mixed together by the artist 
using all kinds of materials and methods, providing a visually pleasing sensation; this exhibition is as even as possible, because all the 
conflicts are juxtaposed equally through collage and factual description. This is a rhetoric in a juxtaposing manner in a homogenised 
world, using individuals with only identities but no names to form an assemblage in the exhibition or social space. It lets all the elements 
to be present, while taking their presence away in their collective existence. It makes things become everything and nothing; it obscures 
the nature of things into ambivalence and nihilation; it gears connections towards seamlessness, it also drives connections towards 
being void. (Text by: Luan Zhichao)

Guan Xiao, born in 1983, currently works and lives in Beijing. The art practice of Guan Xiao mainly focuses on sculpture, video and 
installations. She uses her own identity, history and geographical background as material, to collage with the increasingly converging 
world conditions in the current high-speed decomposition, attempts to emphasize the importance of differences by creating or directly 
or tactfully contradiction; And to express her understanding of the importance of differences through various themes. 

She graduated from the Communication University of China.She has since held solo exhibitions at Bonner Kunstverein (2019); CAM 
St.Louis(2019);Kunsthalle Winterthur (2018); K11 Art Space, Shanghai; ICA, London; CAPC, Bordeaux and Jeu de Paume, Paris (all 2016). 
Her work has also been presented within significant group surveys including the 57th Venice Biennale (2017); the 9th Berlin Biennale 
(2016); 13th Biennale de Lyon (2015) and the New Museum Triennial, New York (2015).
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